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SURFACE LEGEND:

Extent of Works
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Barkchip 
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Landmark Shade Structure
Basketball Court
Grass/ Lawn
Concrete
Rubber

Timber Logs

1500mm high, DDA compliant 
grass mound at 1:20 gradient. 
Grass mound allows easy access 
to mound slide and views to 
surrounding area.
Strategic placement of mound also 
help block out north westerly winds 
to adjacent play space.

Please note that additional bins 
and water fountain to be placed 
near existing car park. 

800mm high grass mound used as 
a relaxation area adjacent to the 
shade. Mound also encloses the 
area creating a more private and 
isolated enclosure space.

Existing significant tree. This area 
is to remain as is, untounched and 
protected.

Landmark shade structure; 
Peninsula Series K305 8.0m x 6.0m.
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Timber Shade Structure 

Timber structure that serves as a meeting point for familys 
and visitors, provides shaded spot to sit and relax

Leaping Logs 

Leaping logs is an exciting and challenging ninja course 
equipment where individuals navigate a series of elevated 
and low logs

Log Scramble (A)

A log scramble is an engaging and challenging playground 
feature that consists of a series of logs or tree stumps 
arranged in a haphazard manner, creating an obstacle 
course-like structure. Children can navigate their way through 
with problem solving and risk-taking

Picnic Table/ Bench x2

Park picnic tables are durable and versatile outdoor furniture 
pieces designed to provide a comfortable and inviting space 
for individuals and groups to gather, eat, and relax in 
the park.

Basketball Court

A compact and versatile space for basketball enthusiasts to 
practice shooting, dribbling, and playing small-sided games, 
making it ideal for limited space areas or individual training 
sessions.

Log Scramble (B)

A challenging log scramble formed in a circular shape in 
which users choose their own path along the obstable.
It is physically as well as mentally challenging to navigate 
through. This scramble features a net crossing and rope 
traverse

Music Walls x2

Interactive wall featuring a variety of tactile and auditory 
elements that invite users to create music by touching, 
tapping, or manipulating different objects on the wall’s 
surface to explore and experiment with sound in a visually 
engaging way

Basket Swing

A large basket swing big enough to accomodate even adults. 
Users will be able to enjoy the thrilling swinging sensation

Tumble Bar & Rope Balance

Rope attachments to the scramble for additional challenges 
further enchancing users gross motoroskills

Monkey Bars

Monkey bars are a classic and popular playground 
equipment providing a challenging and adventurous 
physical activity for children. They offer an opportunity for 
kids to improve their strength, coordination, and motor skills 
while having fun

Double Bay Swing

A double bay swing offers a unique and versatile outdoor 
play experience. It combines the enjoyment of traditional 
swinging with the added thrill of a basket swing, providing a 
play element for multiple users

Notched Posts

Timber posts with notched foot holds for weaving through 
the space

Rock Carving Bowls x2

Carved bowls are great for mixing and grinding loose plant 
materials or small rocks and stones. Bowls are located in the 
quarry

Double Timber Platform Tower

Two timber towers connect via a footbridge. Around the 
tower are varying climbing elements. At the peak of the 
tower is a helix slide or a slide pole for quick exits. Tall timber 
platform contains a skillion roof and a net platform cubby on 
it’s lowest level for hideout and leisure.

Net Crossing

Net crossing offers another layer of difficulty to the log 
scramble as adds an element of unpredictabilty due to it 
wobbling, children will learn about problem solving, level up 
their gross motor skills as well as engage in thier imagination
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Angled Mound Net

The angle net gives the mound a greater opportunity to 
engage users, the angle alludes more to a crawling type 
movement activating different muscles. The weight of the 
user in combination with the nets close proximity to the 
ground makes this quite the challenge 

Log Jumpers

Logs at varying heights and distances provide a challenge for 
users who are into their parkour 

Native Garden

Native plantings provide greenery, offering interaction with 
nature while creating a calm environment. Local native 
plants for the park include Chalk Sticks, Aloe Andrea’s Orange 
& Lomandra Limetuff.

Low Balance Logs

A series of horizontal logs placed close to the ground, 
providing a fun and engaging balance obstacle for children.

Kitchen

A timber workspace to further provoke imaginative, 
experimental and creative play 

Perimeter Fence

The rural style timber fence with timber posts and wire 
mesh encloses the space in an affordable manner, offering 
protection from dogs in the park while in keeping with the 
theme. The fence can be used to grow creepers or vines to 
green the space and screen the fencing.

Mound Slide

Nestled on the side of a mound, this slide allows users to 
quickly get down the sloping terrain. Children can do many 
loops of this before they are even tired

Mound Rocks

The mound rocks can be used to balance or climb across 
and traverse up or down the mound. The rocks offer a 
low-risk balance or climbing challenge for all ages. The 
organic shape improves critical risk taking and body 
awareness 

Seating Log

Seating logs placed around the cultural area offer a spot 
to relax under the tree and observe. A seating log is placed 
toward the basketball court for watching a game or resting. 

Disposal Bins

Disposal of waste such as trash and recyclables. It helps keep 
the environment clean and encourages responsible waste 
disposal among park visitors

Flying Fox

A thrilling and exhilarating playground element that allows 
participants to fly through the air at top speeds!
Users will experience a rush of adrenaline as they soar 
through the space

Tumble Bars

Tumble Bar – a combination of gross motor skills that focus 
on upper body and core strength
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